A vestibulo-ocular reflex with no head movement.
Eye movements were produced in an elasmobranch preparation by electrical stimulation of the horizontal canal ampullary nerves. A pseudorandom binary sequence of stimulus pulse trains was delivered bilaterally. Eye position during this stimulus was cross-correlated with the stimulus pattern to obtain a linear model of the response. Sums of exponential functions were fitted to the crosscorrelogram data to estimate time-constants and transfer functions. The data was examined in the frequency domain by using Fourier transformation. The response is accurately described by a second order linear filter, which is essentially a low pass filter with a cutoff at 0.22 Hz. This nearly two octaves below the cutoff frequency of the eye motor plant, which has been estimated by the same method. Our data shows that there is no central phase compensation or prediction which might offset the substantial delay in eye motor plant response. We hypothesise that the necessary phase compensation may be achieved by driving the vestibulo-ocular reflex with sensory neurons having a phase advance at high frequency.